HI-LITES

Naked Grape is celebrating its first anniversary in style April 30-May 3. Buffets and drawings nightly. Grand prize is a trip to Hawaii. Other surprises. A host of celebrities. Opening on May 9th. There will be for the Terry Taylor and Co. Show Churchill with a huge hat covered bonnet contest this year was Gary with fresh flowers and ferns. This Sweet Lips and Crystal. Easter judged by Empress Maxine, California. Two dollars or whatever formed every Friday and Saturday songs and instrumental pieces come The Firehouse Theater at 1572 California. Two dollars or whatever for a new look about the middle of May. Ment of "SUNSEED," a film odyssey American youth's search for self awareness through Eastern teachings. Nepal highlighting post drug-age through the USA, India, Israel & America. Opens Berkeley Community Theatre was "Packed" for their first weekend. Version of Phil Andros' book The Firehouse Theater at 1572. Diane Feinstein, Supervisor will promote Thyself at THE HELPING HANDS COMMUNITY AUCTION to benefit THE ROSENBERG at 3870 17th St. MA BELL to be zapped again on May 1st at 11:30 AM, 633 Folsom, (Last Kalendar's Cover Personality) Poetries are having an announcement party Sunday the 29th, The crowds are dancing, banging tamborines and having a good time. General spirit is reported to be wonderful. Drawing for the color T.V. set will take place on the 30th. Ticket holders must be present. Deuce Watson, Supervisor will have an informal rap with the gay community at 7:00 PM on May 1st at THE HELPING HANDS COMMUNITY CENTER, 225 Turk Street. Coffee, tea, and doughnuts. All welcome. WILD SIDE WEST is having an anniversary party Sunday the 29th, starting at 6 PM with music by the Gang Bang. Poetry and Guido with Ruth Weiss and Pat. 1001 NIGHTS open a month and going great. Big Town has its cabaret license. The world of medicine has come into political office continues to be fought with some wins and some losses. Many candidates are finding the gay vote an unpredictable and explosive element in their campaign. Gays are no longer a silent minority. Two years from now in North Dakota after July 1, one male over eighteen can do sexual things with another male over eighteen and not face criminal charges. The revision was signed into law by North Dakota's Democratic governor even though there were rumors that conservative religious background would keep him from doing it. Conservative North Dakotans now have those two years they gave themselves in vain to adjust. Meanwhile gays will have to continue living illegally. A hunter makes the news as a murder suspect in the shooting of Leon Simmons, a mutual fund broker in Hollywood. Yes, of course, is a major interest in the story. Does twenty year old Marchiollette fly into a rage every time it is sug­gested he is a homosexual or is he, as reported in other circles, "great sex?' At the only gay bar in the Hig­land Park district of Los Angeles police arrested every other man at the bar. Thirteen of the fifteen arrested were looked as common drunks.

The Islands of Hawaii once more lead the way to more sensual living. THE DUNES NIGHTCLUB in Honolulu is on the line by the hundreds to see the added flesh of its waiters. Hopefully tourists will bring a desire for the same kind of environ­mental dining back to the mainland.

Kaftans—long flowing robes—are advertised in the Los Angeles area in the latest thing in lounge wear. In Amarillo, Texas, gays are suffering severe persecution from law enforcement. It is evidently not a pleasant place in which to be living.
EASTER
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You're on

by gene amsel

If you have any silly facts left over from your table, you've hit the jackpot! Blunt facts are a great way to get people talking. People love them because they tend to be true and interesting. You can share something you've learned today, or something you've heard from a friend. Facts are a great way to break the ice and get people engaged in the conversation. So go ahead and share your facts! Your audience will thank you for it.
POLK-LARKIN

FROM OUR WINDOW:

Ali Spring, Tournspur Spring, Tournspur Spring, Tournspur Spring.

You have been to the "mapple" cake shop in the SDM. We refer you to Bob's Broiler at Sacramento 12th St. where you will find the best cake in the world. The shop is open every day from 9 AM to 8 PM. The owner, Mr. Brown, is a local artist and will be happy to serve you. If you are looking for great cake, this is the place to go.

We also wish to announce that the new Polk Post is now available at the following locations:

- Polk Post - 123 Polk St. (behind the Saloon)
- Polk Post - 123 Polk St. (next to the Saloon)
- Polk Post - 123 Polk St. (in front of the Saloon)

The Post is open from 9 AM to 8 PM every day. Come and see what's new in the world of cake!

P.S. Don't forget to ask for our new cake "Bob's Favorite"! It's a must-have for all cake lovers.

SALLY

POLK STREET

The Medical Records ...

The album lists notes perfectly...

All clients are given a special "Follies" pamphlet...

The most incredible, great, delectable... rocks out to the music... corners the box for the biggest...

Tennis. They played all the best hits, including "The Big Break," "Polk Saloon," and "The Gangway." It was a fantastic night.

Mr. Polk, of Polk's, did it again. His assurance paid off. The Saloon was packed, and everyone had a great time.

The music, the people, the atmosphere... it was a perfect night for everyone.

We hope to see you all again at our next event!

SALLY
CASTRO VILLAGE
THE NEWLY COMBINED CASTRO-UPTOWN MARKET
COLLABORATED BY DAVID B. WILL BEGIN IN OUR NEXT ISSUE...DONT MISS IT.

CASTRO VILLAGE

DEAR WAYNE

Send letters to Dear Wayne,

CASTRO VILLAGE

DEAR WAYNE

Dear Wayne,

I have the habit of always getting up early in the morning and walking around the neighborhood. The thing that one always wonders is what you do after dawn. Here's a little bit of my story.

You had an accident in my car and I was extremely frightened. I am writing this letter to you in a public place, for I don't know if there is a thing as a man who is not terrified, but in my case, perhaps my shyness may be just that.

Dear Wayne,

I am sure you are trying to prove your masculinity is just a club in the air. Sounds like you're facing a few challenges.

If you don't want to play ball, then I'm sorry, but I will always be playing for the other side. There's always a little bit of being a flirt, but to understand each and taste different, let's keep the line so.

I am a physical fitness freak. It's getting so that every conversation we have, you're bragging about how you work out. I've been working out, too, but I don't have your determination.

Dear Bern, it's really nice of you to stay in touch. I'm sure he's been trying to call me.

Dear Ben, I have to let you know that I have a friend's advice.

I have been very good. I always seem to have a smile on my face.

Good health is too dear a valuable to take for granted. Apparently, eternal health is just something that every one of us can't take for granted. Each one of us has a heart, but no one is without it.

Your friend sounds like the kind of person who knows how to handle the hospital for complaints. If you're a great deal from the hospital, you're probably going to do yourself a little better.

This young friend of yours is not into the hospital for complaints. He is a very active person, I am told. He is a very active person.

Dear Wayne, I don't really know what should be done. There's very little to do. Your friend seems to be in a constant state of health.

Dear Randy, I hope that you're doing well. I have been trying to call you, but I haven't been able to reach you.

Dear Randy, I have a friend's advice.

I am really happy to see that you're doing well. I hope you keep up the good work.

Dear Randy, I hope you know how much I appreciate your friendship.

DEAR WAYNE

CASTRO VILLAGE

DEAR WAYNE

Dear Wayne,

The thing is they're involved with pretty hustlers from your pretty hustler may be just some kind of a natural instinct. 

Some of your friend's advice

When all this is done and your...
Meet RAY
Mr. Gay
San Francisco

Glamour

GIFTS FROM
Gladstone's
POLK AT WASHINGTON, D.C.

Nights

Dinner Served
After Show
Champagne Brunch

A "Benefit Auction" LESBIAN MOTHERS
SUNDAY May 15th. 7pm. 11:30?
No NOS. NO, T.T.  U.S. SUPREME COURT

Scott's Pit

“Scour YOUR AD on looking at Scott.”

AUGUST

APRIL-MAY 1973

San Francisco Lil
(Cont. from page 9)

On a note of good news, managers and bartenders, keep a keen eye on the locals. Heavy saturdays are slowly creeping into that area. It’s a sure way to reverse that trend. Three prime reasons for a gain!

1. Nixon’s and Reagan’s puritanism

2. The pendulum had swung in

3. The Rosenberg at 3670 17th Street features

_ fine foods & wine. Open from 9 am.

Terry Taylor Show, Cabaret, 9:30, 11:00

Live Band, Eve., After Dark

Viva sings, Cold Street. 2-6 PM

Amateur Nile, Rendezvous, 10-2 AM

Brunch at the Mint, 11:30-3 PM

Missouri Mule, 3:30_to 7:30 PM

Scott’s Pitt

Chicken. 50c 7 PM, Dating game 9:40-

Brunch at Peg’s Place. 11 AM > 3 PM

Wild Surprises and Drawings, The

Cinema. Runs to May 9
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DANKAN FRENCH
Motorcycle Cap

San Francisco

MUSEUM OF UNNATURAL HISTORY

SUMMER ARRIVES EARLY

Bars on the week-ends are grooving. The Miracle Mile is alive. It's indeed a miracle to pull so many, many beautiful guys to your evening's escapade you can escape to THE COVERED WAGON. And you don't have to look hard for their bread and butter? One of the grooviest bartenders is Sudz. The Wise men have been preoccupied as the slaves were whipped into submission. This evening's parade on Eighth Street will provide you with a look out for the END-UP. If you don't announce Seventh Street any more. It's usually, "Next stop Greyhound and Deep Throat."

It's 109 - 6th ST.

BRADLEY'S CORNER
S.F. CA. 94117

(Cont. on page 15)

GREEN DOOR BOOKS

Breaking: Medicine (for a child's bedroom) and bags FASHION trends...

HOUSEWARES...Plastic ware that we have never seen before. We bring you this tiny trampolines. This will also hurry up the lemonade machine. As you pour water into these glasses...

LUNCH BRUNCH Sat. & Sun. 11:30 AM - 2 PM Star's Rev 2

DON (Photo by Blue Graphics)

40s & 50s - NEO CLASSICAL

50s-60s - MODERN

60s-70s - MODERN

TRENDS FOR THE WEEK... American, English (for the home and entertainments)... HOUSEWARES... Plastic ware that we have never seen before. We bring you this tiny trampolines. This will also hurry up the lemonade machine. As you pour water into these glasses...

LUNCH BRUNCH Sat. & Sun. 11:30 AM - 2 PM Star's Rev 2

DON (Photo by Blue Graphics)

115 HARRIET'S

Lunch begins 11:30 AM to 2 PM... San Francisco, CA 94103

MIDNIGHT COWBOY

by Miller P.

A belated HAPPY EASTER to all...

In the Old West, the Easter egg was a mystery.

But it's only fair to warn you I didn't like, "I never met a man I didn't like," Roger's once said, "I never met a man I didn't like," Roger's once said, "I never met a man I didn't like," Roger's once said, "I never met a man I didn't like," Roger's once said, "I never met a man I didn't like," Roger's once said, "I never met a man I didn't like," Roger's once said, "I never met a man I didn't like," Roger's once said, "I never met a man I didn't like," Roger's once said, "I never met a man I didn't like," Roger's once said, "I never met a man I didn't like," Roger's once said, "I never met a man I didn't like," Roger's once said, "I never met a man I didn't like," Roger's once said, "I never met a man I didn't like," Roger's once said, "I never met a man I didn't like," Roger's once said, "I never met a man I didn't like," Roger's once said, "I never met a man I didn't like," Roger's once said, "I never met a man I didn't like," Roger's once said, "I never met a man I didn't like," Roger's once...
Don Black's birthday with Ray is some fantastik cook! Cheers! FiFi, too?

STREET BATHS would like to know for another pair, but it kinda blew pair of pants? Had to wait there his mind!

serving drags until 6 PM only. After that it's press those pants, girls!

My first dinner at BIG TOWN for Happy belated birthday to Bob Steve Hyslop's posters and flyers 20B POST STREET (1 Block to Union Square) SAN FRANCISCO by RANDY JOHNSON

Angeles, Fanny did the opposite!

Who's entering from San Francisco? jetted to San Francisco from Los

name in print!

If you think that the HELPING HANDS CENTER can't help people, sure you hearf—that all fell

with the warmest and friendliest bar

to the fun madness of Dickie at HANS OFF where I saw Dick Nelson

my pin and wearing it. Even our

1 am very sorry I couldn't be in

them and to those who donated

it with her majesty.

just unreal places.

in Vi's Wig! ! Eggs were found in

there are some who really wanted

Ventured on to Rose and Jess

VI'S CLUB in Marin was packed across it in cheese! They must

548-6510. Thanks, Randy!

1 know a guy so dumb he went

to a parking meter to be weighed, time, stop in at THE BLUE & GOLD!

181 Ellis St. 986-0561

(Cont. on page 18)

2. Rendezvous

Prepaid.

These advertisers support this section of Kalendar-

79. Helping Hands Center 225 Turk

77. Messagephone

76. P.LP. Copy Serv. 39 Taylor 441-1844

75

37, Franks A Lot 351 EUis

18. Club Turkish

474-4331

330 Mason St. 982-7968

47. Nob Hill

48. Turk St. Follies

25. Infamous Bk St.

1001 Nights

19. 132 Turk St.

66 Turk.

181 Ellis St.

20. 335 Jones

474-4107

688-3991

30. 501 Turk St.

775-5800

(Cont. on page 18)

DANCE DANCE DANCE dark Largest bar on the Coast

Dance to the sounds of Fantastic Live Bands! Seven nights a week!

Dine Nightly 6p-m 12Am Fabulous In the Cabaret Dining Room Live Entertainment Seven nights a week!

THE CRAIG RUSSELL SHOW Show Times 9:30 - 11:00 - 12:30

936 Montgomery in San Francisco...of course! 788-3365
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Beaks!?

... BEAKS ! ...

SOCIETY IS TOO IMPERSONAL!
SOCIETY DOESN'T SMOKE DOOBIES.

SOCIETY ALWAYS NEEDS A CHANGE.
YES, IT'S ALWAYS IN HEAT.

IF I WERE SOCIETY, YOU CAN BET THAT I'D MAKE A FINAL CHANGE! I WOULD REALLY SOCK IT TO 'EM!

OFF WITH THEIR HEADS!
YOU'RE A CARD.

SOCIETY SUCKS!

WELL, THEN MAYBE IT'S NOT SO BAD.

---

THE INCREDIBLE BIG

CLUB RENDEZVOUS
567 SUTTER 781-3949

6 PIECE LIVE BAND
2 NITES ONLY WED. & THU., MAY 2 & 3

FEATURING
LARRY GRAHAM AND

GRAHAM CENTRAL STATION

FORMERLY OF:
- SLY & THE FAMILY STONE
- IKE & TINA TURNER
- BILLY PRESTON
- LITTLE SISTER

DOORS OPEN 8 PM
DRINKS REG. PRICE

$2.00 COVER


PEOPLE

BROADS HOUSING, MINT STREETS, Added in a generally acceptable fashion. In the middle of the month, just in time for business, 88 S.F. 474-0776 or 771-7174.

MISSISSIPPI STREET, S.F. 94107.

MISCELLANEOUS

WIELD YOURSELF DUTIFUL FRY-AND-FOO, 328, 7AM TO 10PM. SUNDAY IS FUNDAY AT FRED S. 94126. Phone anytime. (415) 474-0776 (cc) _______ (B8)

MASSAGE

MISCELLANEOUS

SUNDAY IS FUNDAY AT FRED'S. 328, 7AM TO 10PM. SUNDAY IS FUNDAY AT FRED'S. 328, 7AM TO 10PM.

DON PROTEST

by Steve

When will the managers of our local businesses ever start taking responsibility for our streets? Ludmila of Bavaria was a tragic figure in the history of women's rights. Ludmila may have failed to capture the complexity of her subject in her film, but she has succeeded in providing a clear and compelling portrayal of a woman who was ahead of her time.

Ludmila's ability to identify and focus on the most important aspects of her subject is particularly impressive. By concentrating on the personal experiences of Ludmila and by emphasizing the ways in which her life and work were shaped by the political and social context of her time, Ludmila is able to provide a nuanced and detailed picture of a woman who was both a victim of her circumstances and a powerful force in her own right.

Ludmila's use of visual detail is particularly striking. Her film is rich with images of Ludwig's life and work, from the grandeur of his palace to the poverty of the people who lived there. By showing the contrast between the two worlds, Ludmila is able to convey the complexity of Ludwig's character and the contradictions of his time.

Finally, Ludmila's decision to tell her story through the lens of the present moment is particularly effective. By situating Ludwig's life and work in the context of today, Ludmila is able to make a powerful and relevant statement about the issues that still face women and men around the world.

In short, Ludmila has produced a film that is both a powerful and a thought-provoking. Her film is a testament to the power of storytelling and the importance of remembering the past in order to understand the present.
THE NAKED GRAPE'S 1st Anniversary -FESTIVAL- COME AND ENJOY

Grand Prize – Round Trip Ticket to Hawaii

MONDAY APRIL 30th – POP THE CORK NIGHT

TUESDAY MAY 1st – WESTERN NIGHT

WEDNESDAY MAY 2nd – LIVE BAND

THURSDAY MAY 3rd – SALVATION PARTY

BUFFET 8 PM, BY RONNIE "OSO"
HOSTS: EMPEROR MARCUS & RAY, MR. GAY SAN FRANCISCO
DRAWINGS – LEATHER GIFTS & SURPRISES

BUFFET 8 PM, BY RONNIE "OSO"
BREWING A SURPRISE
HOST: EMPEROR MARCUS
DRAWINGS

BUFFET 8 PM, BY RONNIE "OSO"
TAMBOURINE CONTEST
10 PM, PRIZES
DRAWING FOR GRAND PRIZE FOR A ROUND TRIP TICKET TO HAWAII
THE END OF A BEGINNING FREE CHAMPAGNE 12 MIDNIGHT

FREE CHAMPAGNE AND CAKE
BUFFET 8 PM, RONNIE "OSO"
BATHING SUIT TEST – TO PICK MR. NAKED GRAPE 1973
(JUDGES PERRY, ANDRE)
HOSTS: EMPEROR MARCUS, EMPRESS MAXINE, EMPRESS REBA
DRAWINGS AND SURPRISES

BUFFET 8 PM, BY RONNIE "OSO"
HOUS: EMPEROR MARCUS & RAY, MR. GAY SAN FRANCISCO
DRAWINGS - LEATHER GIFTS & SURPRISES

BUFFET 8 PM, BY RONNIE "OSO"
BREWING A SURPRISE
HOST: EMPEROR MARCUS
DRAWINGS

BUFFET 8 PM, BY RONNIE "OSO"
TAMBOURINE CONTEST
10 PM, PRIZES
DRAWING FOR GRAND PRIZE FOR A ROUND TRIP TICKET TO HAWAII
THE END OF A BEGINNING FREE CHAMPAGNE 12 MIDNIGHT

2097 MARKET STREET
863 -7226 (at Church)
OPEN 11 am DAILY

GRAPES phone 863 -7226